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Open text field 1:

- Quick and easy setup
- Guided alignment by smartphone using voice assistant
- 11 satellites preset
- Twin LNB for connection of a second receiver or TV set
- Streaming of TV/radio programmes on mobile terminals

Items supplied:

- BAS 66 Skew planar antenna with instructions for use
- HDS 100 satellite tripod with 3 pegs and carrying case
- Hinged adapter with star knob screws pre-fitted
- 15 m coaxial cable with F connectors pre-fitted
- Instructions for use for HDS 166 / HDS 166 plus
- Carrying case for antenna and accessories
- HDZ 66 inclinometer
- CAP converter
- 12 V connection cable
- Button
- UFZ 131 WLAN USB adapter

HDS 166 plus

Product information
"HDS 166 plus"
Antenna set for manual satellite reception, consisting of: BAS 66 planar antenna (Twin LNB), satellite tripod, hinged adapter, UFZ 131, CAP converter, 15m coaxial cable, user instructions

Type: HDS 166 plus
Order no.: 2030000002

Mehr Bilder zu "HDS 166 plus"